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In this paper, we investigate the partial regularity of the generalized solutions
(which are called the suitable weak solutions) to the modified NavierStokes
equations which describes the dynamics of the incompressible monopolar non-
Newtonian fluids. It is proved that the singular points are concentrated on a closed
set whose 5&2p (for p 52) dimensional Hausdorff measure is zero, and the solution
is a regular one (for p> 52).  2002 Elsevier Science
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the present paper, we intend to study the partial regularity of the
generalized solutions to a class of system in the incompressible monopolar
non-Newtonian fluids. As we know, the motion of a continuous medium
(incompressible, with viscosity) is described by the system
ut&{ } {V+u } {u+{?=0, (1.1)
div u=0. (1.2)
where
{V =2(+0++1 |e(u)| r) e(u), (1.3)
e(u)=(eij (u)), eij (u)=
1
2 \
ui
xj
+
uj
x i+ , (1.4)
and r is a given real number. We assume r is non-negative in this paper.
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For the sake of completeness, the following boundary and initial condi-
tions should be added
u |0=0, (1.5)
u | t=0=a(x). (1.6)
Here, u=u(x, t)=(u1 , u2 , ..., un) is the velocity and x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) is
the spatial variables. {V denotes the viscous part of the stress tensor which
depends only on the rate strain tensor e. ? is the pressure. +0 , +1 are
positive constants.
When +1=0 or r=0, we find that the Stokes law which has the form
{V=2+2e(u) (1.7)
holds. The fluids that satisfy the law (1.7) are called Newtonian fluids, and
the system (1.1)(1.2) turns out to be the famous NavierStokes system.
However, the system (1.1)(1.2) with the constitutive equation with (1.3) is
the so-called non-Newtonian system. Since {v depends only on the first
order derivatives of the velocity field, the fluid is a monopolar one.
Concerning the NavierStokes equations, there has been much research
on the existence, uniqueness, and regularity of the weak solutions since
Leray [16] (unbounded domain) and Hopf [11] (bounded domain)
obtained the existence of weak solutions. However, the theory is still
fundamentally incomplete. The uniqueness of the weak solution remains a
challenging problem. Essentially, this is caused by the lack of sufficient
regularity (which we can obtain so far) of the weak solutions. There are
many important results concerning the regularity of weak solutions.
Among them we should mention the work by Serrin [30], which proved
that if a weak solution u to the NavierStokes equations satisfies that
u # L p (0, T; Lq (0)) for some p, q1 so that 2p+3q<1, then u is
smooth in the spatial direction. Furthermore, Fabes et al. [8] and Struwe
[31] extend this result to the case of equality 2p+3q=1. On the other
hand, motivated by the work of Almgren [1], Morrey [23], and others on
nonlinear elliptic systems, and by the conjecture of Mandelbrot [22,
pp. 107108], in a series of papers [25][29], Scheffer introduced the
notions of ‘‘suitable weak solution’’ and ‘‘ generalized energy inequality,’’
and established a various partial regularity theorem for this kind of weak
solutions. This result was improved by Caffarelli et al. in [6], where the
best partial regularity theorem to date was proved. Namely, they proved
that the solution is regular excluding, for example, a line of singularity in
space-time. Whether singular points exist at all in 3-d NavierStokes is still
a major open problem. Recently, Lin [17] and Tian and Xin [33] proved
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the CaffarelliKohnNirenberg theorem by a more direct and simpler
method, and improved somewhat the results in [6].
On the other hand, let us recall the results on the incompressible non-
Newtonian systems. This kind of systems arises in two cases. The first one
is the mechanics of non-Newtonian fluids. The other is the study of the
uniqueness and regularity of weak solutions to the NavierStokes equa-
tions. We still do not know whether the weak solutions are unique. So,
mathematicians have tried to consider the modification of the Navier
Stokes equations. This sort of work was pioneered by Ladyzhenskaya [14,
15] and Lions [18]. For this case, we also refer to the work by Du and
Gunzburger [7], Kaniel [12], etc. These models of viscous fluids conforming
to (1.1)(1.6) with a p-growth condition for {V ( p not necessarily equal to
2) have appeared in several instances in the literature. The recently
developed theory of nonlinear multipolar viscous fluids (see, e.g., Necas et
al. [19] and Bellout et al. [4]) is based on the work of Necas and Silhavy
[20], and has its root in the earlier work of Green and Rivlin [9, 10] and
Bleustein and Green [5] on the multipolar continuum theories for solids
and fluids. For the nonlinear bipolar viscous fluids, we refer to Bellout et
al. [4], etc., and to the book by Malek et al. [21]. The global exist-
enceuniqueness to the initial boundary value problems is considered in the
above references. On the other hand, Pokorny [24] investigates the
Cauchy problems for both monopolar and bipolar fluids.
In the present paper, we are going to study partial regularity of the solu-
tions to the system (1.1)(1.6). That is, we want to extend the work by
Scheffer, and Caffarelli, Kohn, and Nirenberg to non-Newtonian systems.
Since the index p may be chosen p>2, it is expected that we can obtain
better results. The results are given in the following theorem. In the sequel,
without loss of generality, we assume that +0=+1=1 and p=r+2.
The main results are
Theorem 1.1. There exists at least one suitable weak solution to the
problem (1.1)(1.6). Moreover, we have
(i) For p 52 , the set of singular points S of the suitable weak solu-
tions is of 5&2p dimensional Hausdorff measure zero. We prove first that
P5&2p (S)=0, then H5&2p (S)=0 follows.
For the definition of Hausdorff measure with respect to parabolic metric
P5&2p, we refer to [6].
(ii) For p> 52 , the weak solution is a regular one.
Remarks. (1) It follows from [21] that the solution is regular if p 115 .
So, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1.1 only for 2p< 115 .
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(2) From [21] we see that the solution is regular if p 115 . However,
from Theorem 1.1, we know that the solution is regular for p> 52 . So, there
is a gap between Theorem 1.1 and the theorem in [21]. We can see from
the proof of Theorem 1.1 that this gap is caused by the fact that the
regularity in Theorem 1.1 is the ‘‘small energy’’ regularity. It is not known
whether the solution is regular if the ‘‘small energy’’ condition is not valid.
(3) The dimensional analysis plays an important role in the proof in
[6]. However, this analysis does not work for the non-Newtonian systems.
So, we do not know a priori the decay rates of some quantities such as
A(r), E(r) (for the definitions, see below), etc. To overcome this difficulty,
we assume first that their decay rates are some constants a, e, etc. Next, we
choose them suitably large so that the monotonicity inequality can hold.
This is the main part of the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Notations. We denote the Lp-norm by & }&p and the L2-norm by & }&.
Qr (x, t) denotes the parabolic cylinders whose center is (x, t), of radius r
with respect to parabolic metric d( p, q)=|x& y|+- t&s; here p=(x, t),
q=( y, s), and we omit (x, t) and simply write Qr when no confusion will
arise. Br denotes the ball of radius r in R3. The domains 0 # R3 and
D=0_(0, T ). C denotes the generic constant which changes from line to
line. Let
V :=C 0 (0) & [u : { } u], H=closure of V in L
2 (0), and
V=closure of V in W 1, p0 .
The remains of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the definition of suitable weak solutions and prove global exist-
ence of this sort of solution by using the technique of ‘‘retarded mollifier’’
(see [6]). In Section 3, we present some tools such as interpolation
inequalities with decay rate, the estimate on the pressure ?. The blow-up
estimates are given in Section 4 by making use of the results in Sections 2,3,
i.e., the generalized energy inequality and the interpolation inequalities.
Finally, we prove the partial regularity theorem in Section 5.
2. GLOBAL EXISTENCE
We now introduce the definition of the suitable weak solutions to the
incompressible monopolar non-Newtonian systems. From Remark 1 in
Section 1, we may assume in the sequel that p<3.
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The generalized energy inequality is \, # C 0 (0_(0, T ); R), ,0
|
0
|u|2 ,+2 || ( |{u|2+|e(u)| p) ,|| |u|2 (,t+2,)
&2 || |e(u)| r e(u) : (u{,)+|| ( |u|2+2?) u } {,. (2.1)
It is easy to see that (2.1) becomes an equality for the smooth solution.
This fact can be shown formally as follows: multiplying (1.1) i by 2ui , and
adding up, integrating by parts, we find that (2.1) become an equality.
Definition. The pair (u, ?) is called a suitable weak solution to the
modified NavierStokes system (1.1)(1.6) on an open set D/R3_R, if
the following conditions are met:
(1) (Integrability hypotheses) u, ? are measurable functions on D and
(a) ? # L54 (D),
(b) for some constants E0 , E1<,
|
0
|u|2 dxE0 , (2.2)
for almost every t, and
||
D
|{u| p dxE1 . (2.3)
(2) (Equations) u, ? satisfy (1.1) in the sense of distribution on D as
in [32].
(3) (Generalized energy inequality) For each real-valued function
, # C 0 (D) with ,0, inequality (2.1) holds,
E0 (u)= sup
0tT
|
0
|u|2, E1 (u)=|
T
0
|
0
|{u| p. (2.4)
The existence of the suitable weak solution can be proved in a manner
similar to that of [6]. Our main existence result is
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that 0, u0 satisfy the same conditions as in [6];
i.e., when 0=R3, we assume u0 # H. For bounded 0, we require that 0 be
a bounded, open, connected set an R3, lying locally on one side of its bound-
ary, that 0 be a smooth manifold, and that the initial data u0 # H & W 2554 .
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Then there exists a weak solution (u, ?) of the modified NavierStokes
system on D satisfying
u # L2 (0, T; V) & L (0, T; H), (2.5)
u(t)  u0 weakly in H as t  0, (2.6)
? # L53 (D) in the case 0=R3, (2.7)
{? # L54 (D) in the case 0 is bounded, (2.8)
and the generalized energy inequality is satisfied.
Proof. Let $ (u) be the ‘‘retarded mollifier’’ defined in [6]. To con-
struct the suitable weak solution, we consider the approximate equation

t
uN+(uN) } {uN&2uN&2{ } |e((uN))| r e((uN))+{?N=0. (2.9)
Similar to Lemma A.7 in [6], we have
|
0
|uN |2 ,+2 || |{uN |2 ,=|
0
|u0 |2 ,(x, 0)+|| |uN |2 (,t+2,)
+|| ( |uN |2 (uN)+2?uN) } {,+2 || (uN } fN) ,,
(2.10)
where fN={ } |e((uN))| r e((uN)). Combining the estimates found in [21]
and the procedure devised in [6], we may assert the existence of the
suitable weak solution. K
3. THE TOOLS
In this section, we are going to show the following lemmas which play
an important role in the proof of our main theorem. Let
A(r)=r&a |
Br
|u|2 dx, G(r)=r&c |
Qr
| |u|3 dx dt, (3.1)
E(r)=r&e |
Qr
| |{u| p dx dt, D(r)=r&d |
Qr
| |?|32 dx dt, (3.2)
where a, c, d, e are non-negative constants to be specified later.
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Lemma 3.1. The following interpolation inequality holds for any q2
&u&L q(Br)C &{u&
:
L p(Br)
&u&1&:L2(Br)+Cr
3q&32 &u&L 2(Br) , (3.3)
where : is a constant such that
:=
3p(q&2)
q(5p&6)
. (3.4)
Proof. By Nirenberg’s inequality, we have
&u&L q(B1)C &{u&
:
L p(B1)
&u&1&:L2(B1)+C$ &u&L 2(B1) ; (3.5)
here : satisfies (3.4). Therefore, by scaling, we have
\|Br |u(x)|
q dx+
1q
=\r3 |B1 |u(ry)|
q dy+
1q
Cr3q \|B1 |{y (u(ry))|
p dy+
:p
\|B1 |u(ry)|
2 dy+
(1&:)2
+C$r3q \|B1 |u(ry)|
2 dy+
12
Cr3q+( p&3) :p&32(1&:) \|Br |{x(u(x))|
p dx+
:p
_\|Br |u(x)|
2 dx+
(1&:)2
+C$r3q&32 \|Br |u(x)|
2 dx+
12
=C \|Br |{x(u(x))|
p dx)
:p
\|Br |u(x)|
2 dx+
(1&:)2
+C$r3q&32 \|Br |u(x)|
2 dx+
12
. (3.6)
This gives (3.3). K
In what follows, we can use the above lemma to bound G(r) by A(r) and
E(r) via the interpolation technique.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that r\1 and
c
1+3a
2
, (3.7)
emax(e1 , e2), (3.8)
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where
e1 :=
c(5p&6)&3a(2p&3)&2(5p&6)
3
, e2 :=
4pc+30&(17+3a) p
6
.
(3.9)
Then the following holds
G(r)C \\r+
c
A(\) (3(4p&6))(5p&6) E(\)3(5p&6)+C \ r\+
(9&3a)2
A(\)32
+C \\r+
(32)+c
A(\)34 E(\)32p. (3.10)
Proof. We make use of Lemma 3.1. Applying (3.3) with q=3, we have
:= p(5p&6), so that
|
Br
|u| 3C &{u&3p(5p&6)L p(Br) &u&
3(4p&6)(5p&6)
L 2(Br)
+Cr&32 \|Br |u|
2+
32
. (3.11)
On the other hand, by Poincare ’s inequality,
|
Br
|u| 2=|
Br
( |u|2&|u| 2\ )+|
Br
|u| 2\
C\ |
B\
|u| |{u|+C \ r\+
3
|
B\
|u| 2
C\ \|B\ |u|
2+
12
\|B\ |{u|
p+
1p
\|B\ 1
q+
1q
+C \ r\+
3
|
B\
|u| 2, (3.12)
where |u| 2\ =(1 |B\| ) B\ |u|
2 and 1q=
1
2&
1
p .
Therefore, we have
|
Qr
| |u| 3C\3a(1&:)2A(\)3(1&:)2 |
0
&r2
&{u&3p(5p&6)p dt
+C \ r\+
92
r&32\3a2r2A(\)32
+C \\r+
32
\3a4+92qA(\)34 |
0
&r2 \| |{u| p+
32p
dt
C\ g1A(\)3(1&:2) E(\)3(5p&6)
+C
r5
\(9&3a)2
A(\)32+C \1r+
32
\ g2A(\)34 E(\)32p. (3.13)
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Here, g1 , g2 satisfy
g1=
3(1&:) a
2
+
3e
5p&6
+
2(5p&9)
5p&6
=
3a(2p&3)+3e+2(5p&9)
5p&6
; (3.14)
g2=
3
2
+
3
4
a+
9
2q
+
3e
2p
+
2p&3
p
=
15+3a
4
+
3e&9
2p
+
2p&3
p
. (3.15)
Dividing the above inequality by rc, we have
G(r)=r&c |
Qr
| |u|3
Cr&c\ g1A(\)(3(4p&6))(5p&6) E(\)3(5p&6)
+C\ g2r&(32)&cA(\)43 E(\)32p+C
r5&c
\(9&3a)2
A(\)32. (3.16)
If the following inequality holds
g1=
3a(2p&3)+3e+2(5p&9)
5p&6
c, (3.17)
g2=
15+3a
4
+
3e&9
2p
+
2p&3
p
c+
3
2
, (3.18)
5&c
9&3a
2
, (3.19)
i.e., (3.7)(3.9) are valid, then the result of the lemma holds. Thus the proof
is complete. K
For the term on the pressure ?, we have
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that (u, ?) is a suitable weak solution to (1.1)(1.6)
in QR . Then there exists a constant %0 # (0, 1), such that for any
r # (%0\, \2), \1, the following holds.
If
dmin {3p
2&8p&3( p&1) e+15
2p
,
6e+3ap+17p&30
4p
, 3= , (3.20)
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then
D(r)C \\r+
:1
A(\)34 E(\)32p+C \\r+
:2
E(\)(3( p&1))2p+\ r\+
3&d
D(\),
(3.21)
where
:1=
9&3e
2p
&
3a+9
4
+d, :2=
3( p&1)
2
&d+
3( p&1) e
2p
+
5(3& p)
2p
.
Proof. It is easy to see that for a.e. t0
2?=&
2
xi x j
(uiu j&|e(u)| r eij (u)). (3.22)
Employing a similar idea as in [17], we divide the pressure ? into three
parts, i.e., ?=?0+?1+?2 , such that
2?0=0, in B\
?0=u, on B\ . (3.23)
2?1= &
2
xi xj
((ui&u i)(uj&u j)), in B\
?1=0, on B\ . (3.24)
2?2=
2
xi xj
( |e(u)| r eij (u)), in B\
?2=0, on B\ . (3.25)
For the terms ?0 , ?1 , we treat them in a way similar to [17]. As for the
term ?2 , we handle it in a slightly different way. By the CalderonZygmond
estimate, we have for \ R2
|
B\
|?2 | 32C(R) |
BR
|{u| (3( p&1))2. (3.26)
By scaling, we can easily find that C(R)=CR3( p&1)2. Thus
|
B\
|?2 | 32CR(3( p&1))2 |
BR
|{u| (3( p&1))2. (3.27)
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Whence,
D(r)=r&d |
Qr
| |?| 32Cr&d \|Qr | |?0 |
32+|?1|32+|?2 |32+
C\&d |
Q\
| |u&u | 3+C\(3( p&1))2&d |
Q\
| |e(u)| (3( p&1))2
+C \ r\+
3&d
\&d |
Q\
| |?| 32
C
r(2p&3)p
\:1
A(\)34 E(\)32p+C\:2E(\) (3( p&1))2p+C \ r\+
3&d
D(\).
(3.28)
Here, 1q=12&1p, 1q1=(3& p)2p. Therefore, if the following
inequalities
2p&3
p
:1=
9&3e
2p
&
3a+9
4
+d, (3.29)
:2=
3( p&1)
2
&d+
3( p&1) e
2p
+
5(3& p)
2p
0, (3.30)
3&d0 (3.31)
are valid (they can be guaranteed by (3.20)), then we arrive at (3.21). Thus
the proof of this lemma is complete. K
4. THE DECAY ESTIMATES
After the preparations in the previous section, we are now in a position
to prove the decay estimates below.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that the constants a, c, e, d in (3.1)(3.2) satisfy the
relations
c=
3a+1
2
, d=
3a+5
4
, e5&2p, 0a1, (4.1)
and the following condition is met,
lim sup
r  0
r&e |
Qr
| |{u| p=, (4.2)
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where = is a suitably small constant. Then for some 0<%0< 12 and r<1,
either
A(%0r)32+D(%0r)2 12 (A(r)
32+D(r)2), (4.3)
or
A(r)32+D(r)2=0<<1. (4.4)
Proof. Employing the generalized energy inequality, we will prove this
lemma. Let , # C 0 (Q\), such that
0,1 for (x, t) # Q\ , ,(x, t)=1 for (x, t) # Qr ;
(4.5)
|{,|
C
\
, |,t |+ |2,|
C
\2
.
If we take , p as a test function, then the generalized energy (2.1) inequality
becomes
|
0
|u|2 , p+2 || ( |{u|2+|e(u)| p) , p|| |u|2 ((, p)t+2(, p))
&2p || |e(u)| r e(u) , p&1 : (u{,)+ p || ( |u|2+2?) u } , p&1 {,.
(4.6)
By the Ho lder and Young inequality,
} || |e(u)| r e(u) , p&1 : (u{,) }C | | |e(u) ,| p&1 |u| |{,|
C \|| |e(u) ,| p+
( p&1)p
\|Q\ | |u|
3+
13
\|Q\ | |{,|
q+
1q
 12 || |e(u) ,| p+C \|Q\ | |u|
3+
23
\|Q\ | |{,|
q)
pq
. (4.7)
Here,
p&1
p +
1
3+
1
q=1 and we have used the fact that Q\  |u|
3C. Then we
arrive at
|
0
|u|2 , p+|| ( |{u| 2+|e(u)| p) , p|| |u|2 ( |, p)t |+|2(, p)| )
+2p || ( |u|2+2?) u } , p&1 {,+C \|Q\ | |u|
3+
23
\|Q\ | |{,|
q+
pq
.
(4.8)
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Multiplying the above inequality by r&a, we find
A(r)=r&a |
Br
|u|2Cr&a\ (2c&1)3G(\)23+Cr&a\a1G(\)23
+Cr&a\a2A(\)12 G(\)13 E(\)1p+Cr&a\a3 D(\)23 G(\)13. (4.9)
Assume that the following four inequalities hold
2c&1
3
a, (4.10)
a1=
2
3
c+
5p
q
a, (4.11)
a2=&1+
3
q
+
c
3
+
e
p
+
a
2
+
2
q1
a, (4.12)
a3=
2d+c
3
&1a. (4.13)
Recalling the inequality (3.7) and the fact q0, we assert that (4.11) is
valid. Moreover,
c=
3a+1
2
, (4.14)
and
e5&2p, d
3(a+1)&c
2
=
3a+5
4
. (4.15)
On the other hand, it follows from (4.14) that e1 , e2 become
e1=e2=
ap+10&5p
2
. (4.16)
Therefore, we may assume that for all p2, 1a0
e=5&2p, if p 52 ; e=0, if p>
5
2 . (4.17)
Then from (4.14) and (4.17) we see that (3.20) becomes
dmin {13&3p2 ,
3a+5
4 = , (4.18)
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which combined with (4.15) yields that
d
13&3p
2
, moreover d=
3a+5
4
. (4.19)
Thus, a7&2p, and we may choose, without loss of generality, that
a=1. (4.20)
Therefore (4.9) can be rewritten as
A(r)C \\r+
a
(G(\)23+A(\)12 G(\)13 E(\)1p+D(\)23 G(\)13). (4.21)
Applying Lemma 2.2 with \=2r, combining (4.21) with Lemma 2.3, and
taking the constant = suitably small, we then conclude that for 0<%0< 12
and r<1, either
A(%0r)32+D(%0r)2 12 (A(r)
32+D(r)2), (4.22)
or
A(r)32+D(r)2=0<<1. (4.23)
Thus the proof is complete. K
5. PARTIAL REGULARITY THEOREM
In this section, we will establish the following theorem
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that u(x, t) is the suitable weak solution to
(1.1)(1.5) such that
lim sup
r  0
r2p&5 |
Qr (x, t)
| |{u| p=, p 52 ,
for some constant =. Then
|u(x, t)|C.
That is, (x, t) is a regular point.
Sketch of the Proof. Suppose that the conditions in Theorem 5.1 are
met. Then by Lemma 4.1 we assert that for some 0<%0< 12 and r<1, either
A(%0r)32+D(%0r)2 12 (A(r)
32+D(r)2), (5.1)
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or
A(r)32+D(r)2=0<<1. (5.2)
Next, we can use the approach in [17] to show that for suitably small
=0 there exists a constant C0 such that
|
Q1
| ( |u|3+|?| 32) dx dt=0 ,
implies
|u(x, t)|C0 . K
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 1.1. It follows from Theorem 5.1,
the standard covering argument, and the fact
|
QT
| |{u| pC
that the singular set of the suitable weak solution is of 5&2p dimensional
Hausdorff measure zero. From this result, we see that if p 52 , then the
solution is a regular one. K
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